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Vol. VIII No. 12 
The Hastings 
Law Revue 
Last Tuesday night something 
happened at Hastings. It wasn't 
just the over-crowded commons, 
full of people laughing and happy 
and high. It wasn't simply the 
Third Year Bored and the profes-
sors and deans and others who 
made that crowd surge with joy and 
even amazement over the Perform-
ances. Some might pin it on a mag-
ic fiddle or a few beautiful ballads 
or some uproarious comedy. But 
they'd be wrong. 
It was also the amateurish 
mistakes, the missed notes, the lost 
cues and the sophomoric humor. 
The beer might have helped, too. 
Whatever it was, the Law Revue 
gave it to Hastings. 
Maybe it was because so many 
practical, law -oriented people 
showed us another side, what they 
would be if dreams had their sway. 
The crowd was given comedians, 
singers, musicians, hams and hang-
ers-on and it received them royally. 
The audience loved them all and 
loved itself for the feelings it had. If 
hands were bruiseq clapping, the 
continued back bage 
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LA W JOURNAL AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
" ... Two wrongs don't make a right" 
Reaction to Law Journal's 
Affirmative Action Program 
by Elliot Evers 
The Hastings faculty has sent 
the Law Journal's proposed affirm-
ative action program to the Aca-
demic Standards Committee for 
further review. Proponents of the 
program feel that move is the facul-
ty's way of insuring a slow parlia-
mentary death for the idea. 
While the Committee churns 
along, each affected "Sub-communi-
ty at Hastings is reacting, or not 
reacting to the idea. 
FIRST YEAR STUDENTS 
The first year students who 
were interviewed (all caucasian) 
had mixed reactions. Some flat-out 
rejected the idea. Greg Halliday 
feels the proposal is "basically un-
fair - the Journal selection process 
should be based on merit, not race 
or anything else." 
Dennis Loomis supports af-
firmative action admission pro-
grams, but thinks it should stop 
there: "If not, where will it stop? 
This is a professional community 
and once people are inside it, they 
have to stand on their own merits." 
Many first year students agree with 
this point of view. Joe Caves has 
doubts about affirmative action in 
general, but dislikes taking "A di-
rectly competitive awards system 
like Law Journal and setting up 
two standards for those awards -
it's not just equalizing admissions -
it's giving two different prizes." 
Michael De Angells jokingly 
envisioned affirmative action on the 
Law Journal leading to separate 
law journals, "one for the Blacks, 
Chicanos, Asians, Native Ameri-
cans, even one for the Jewish stu-
dents-a Talmudic Law Journal." 
There is, however, considera-
ble support for the idea among first 
year students. John Doyle doesn't 
see how anybody can object:" 
They're just creating five extra po-
sitions-all affirmative actions pro-
grams are just, and here's one that 
doesn't infringe on other students' 
rights." 
that "the present selection process 
or the whole grading system is ob-
viously de facto discriminatory-if 
it weren't, we'd have some more 
minority Journal members." (There 
is one Asian male on the journal 
staff this year.) 
One of the Journal staff mem-
bers who argued against the idea 
before the faculty thinks the pro-
gram would do more harm than 
good for Hastings' minorities. "r 
know a hell of a lot of intelligent 
and competent minorities here, and 
r think they should be recognized 
as such-intelligent and competent 
people-not as minorities." 
This opponent asked not to 
have his name used, saying anyone 
who comes out against the affirma-
tive action idea is labelled as a 
rascist. He says he fully supports 
the advancement of minorities up 
to the point that artificial programs 
hurt their own progress by denying 
full recognition to those who make 
Law Journal through the usual 
competitive route. 
The opponent interviewee 
countered each of the arguments 
continued back page 
"Three Centuries at Hastings" 
Paula Rudman thinks it's a 
great idea. "LEOP students are at 
a great disadvantage. They're 
made to feel like they don't belong 
here-it's pretty tough-like al· 
ways being in a room full of white 
people. Minorities are entitled to a 
certain amount of special treat-
ment, to make up for past treat-
ment. And r say that realizing that 
I'll be at a disadvantage when r try 
for Law Journal." 
INSIDE THE 
LAW JOURNAL 
"Three Centuries at Hastings" 
will be shown in the Moot Court 
Room, 4th floor every hour and half 
beginning at 10:00 A.M. The film 
was produced in memory of Hast-
HASTINGS LAW NEWS 
Hutinp College or the Law 
U.uv..ity of CaIlform. 
198 MeAIli8t ... St. 
Sa FraacI.co, CaIlf. 94102 
A ..... CorrectioD Reqa.ted 
ings student Antenor (Tony) Pati-
no. Showings today, March 15th at 
10:00, 11:30, 1:00, 2:30, 4:00, 5:30 
and 7:00 P.M. 
A first year student who asked 
not to have his name used says he's 
sympathetic to the idea, but feels 
affirmative action on the Law Jour-
nal only "acknowledges the prob-
lem, without attempting to rectify 
it . ., 
LAW JOURNAL 
STAFF MEMBERS 
The second year students on 
the Journal who put together the 
proposal feel it does more than just 
acknowledge a problem. Lawrence 
Wilson says work on the Journal 
will certainly increase any Leop 
student's'''marketability'', in addi-
tion to providing the Journal staff 
with some long-overdue interaction 
with LEOP students. 
Sandy Boone says it's about 
time: "At least there'll be some-
body up there on the fourth floor 
they can relate to, rather than a 
circle of white faces." 
Rejecting the argument that 
the affirmative action program is 
reverse discrimination, Boone notes 
by Steeger Johnson 
The Hastings Law Journal, 
currently in its 27th year, consists 
of approximately 60 students who 
are chosen to participate on the 
basis of grades or writing ability. 
The 37 student editors are responsi-
ble for running the operation, but 
all members of the Journal contrib-
ute to the final product. 
Each student chosen to partici-
pate is required to write a student 
note during his or her first year. 
The topic is either one of particular 
interest to the student or one select-
ed from a list composed by the 
Journal's research editors. A stu-
dent note may require frOJll 250 to 
400 hours for research and writing, 
plus approximately 120 hours for 
cite checking (each article must 
have its cites checked by at least 
two students). 
Selected student notes, along 
with articles written by outside au-
thorities, comprise the finished edi-
tion of the Law Journal. 
Most of the time these selected 
student notes are chosen for publl-
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Environmental Law Society-
Brown Bag Debate 
In an effort to present to the 
Hastings Community an open dis-
cussion of the various issues raised 
by Proposition 15, the Nuclear 
Safeguards Initiative, the .Environ-
ment Law Society (ELS) is spon· 
soring a debate on the initiative on 







Students considering an inde-
pendent study project for Fall 1976 
are urged to formulate plans, since 
the independent study application 
must be submitted and approved 
by the close of the second week of 
instruction next August. Projects 
for Spring 1977 musu be approved 
prior to the first day of instruction, 
Jan. 1977. 
Fall General Bar Exam 
Application forms for the July 
27-28-29 exam are available in 
Room 111. Deadline for application 
is April 1 (remember, the week of 
March 22 is spring recess). Finger-
printing will be done on campus 
outside Room 111 from 12-4 p.m. 
Mon and Tues., March 15 and 16. 
The fee is $1. 75. 
ASH 
All students interested in running for ASH offices must follow the 
steps listed below, before the deadlines indicated. 
1. Presidential statements due to Law News 
Two pages triple spaced if typed in pica, 
1 \/2 pages triple spaced if elite - MAXIMUM. 
Leave wide margins. 
2. Deadline for filing for Executive Offices: 
Drums will be placed in the Hyde Street 
Lobby. 
3. Candidates Meeting 
(room to be announced 
4. Candidates peeches 
On the Commons, probably) 
Campaigning may begin 
5. Executive elections 
Hyde Street Lobby 
6. Results announced 
7. Deadline for filing for ASH 
representatives. Drum will be 
placed in Hyde Street Lobby. 
8. Campaigning begins for ASH elections 
9. ASH Representative lections 
10. Results announced 
Free Lifetime Checking 
Wed. Mar. 17 
3:3;p.m. 
Tues. March 30 
5:00p.m. 
Tues. Mar. 30 
5:00p.m. 
Wed. Mar. 31 ,. 
(time to be announced) 
Mon. & Tues. Apr. 5 & 6 
Tues. Apr. 6 
Approximately 7:30 p.m. 
Wed. Apr. 7 
5:00p.m. 
Thurs. Apr. 8 
Tues. & Thurs. 
Apr: 13&14 
Thurs. Apr. 14 
Approximately 7:30 p.m. 
Representatives from the ma-
jor interest groups ｳｵｰｰｯｲｴｩｮｾ＠ and 
opposing the initiative-Cahforn-
ians for Nuclear Safeguards Citi-
zens for Jobs and Energy-will be 
present. The debate will be moder-
ated by Jim Dunbar of KGO-TV. 
The ELS will present back-
ground information on the initia-
tive and the positions advocated by 
each group in the next edition of the 
Law News. Everyone is encouraged 
to attend-please now the date on 
your calendar. For more informa-
tion contact Dave Kremer, Locker 
#1146, telephone 661-2392. 
Applications are now being ac-
cepted for the position of Hastings 
Director of Housing for the aca-
demic year 1976-77. The position 
involves a work week of 20 to 30 
hours during the summer and 10 
hours during the school Yllar. Inter-
ested students should contact Mike 
Johnson in the Housing Office be-
fore Friday, April 16, the deadline 
for all applications. Housing Office 
hours are Monday 10:40 - 1:40, 
Tuesday 10:40 - 12:40, Wednesday 
11:40 - 1:40, and Thursday 10:40 -
1:40. 
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Last Friday, Barclays Bank of 
California had its grand opening at 
its new Union Street branch at 2090 
Union Street, here in the City. 
Hastings Students should be aware 
of the fact that now through April 
2, Barclays is offering "Charter Ac-
counts" to anyone who opens a 
checking account at this new 
branch. These "Charter Accounts" 
entitle the holder to lifetime free 
checking and other services. Those 
interested should contact the 
branch manager, Mr. Besozzi, 933-
6294, during banking hours, 9-5, 
Monday through Thursday and till 
6 on Friday. Be certain to ask for 
Mr. Besozzi personally and men-
tion that youre from Hastings. 
RECYCLING IN SAN FRANCISCO 
Germain Greer on 
"Feminism and Fertility" 
The author of the landmark 
book, The Female Eunuch, will 
give her approach to the topic of 
"Feminism and Fertility" on 
Thurs. March 18, at 8:00 p.m. in 
the Gymnasium, College of Marin, 
Kentfield. Ms. Greer's rare visit to 
the Bay Area will be the seventh 
presentation in the College of Mar-
in's on-going series, "Images of 
Men and Women: New Perspec-
tives on Sexual Politics." 
Tickets to Ms. Greer's appear-
ance are available at the College 
Box Office, open 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 




SAN FRANCISCO THROWS 
OUT 2,000 TONS OF GARBAGE 
EACH DAY, YOU CAN HELP \ 
ELIMINATE SOME OF THIS 
WASTE BY BRINGING YOUR 
DISCARDED TIN AND ALUMI-
NUM CANS, BOTTLES AND 
















To Prepare Materials for Recycling 
-GLASS: Wash (Neck rings and 
labels OK) 
TIN CANS: Wash, Remove lables, 
remove bottoms, and flatten 
ALUMINUM: Wash and crush 
NEWSPAPERS: Bundel securely 
with string 
LOCATION AND TIME 
Western Addition YWCA 
1830 Sutter St. at Buchanan 
2nd Sat. 9 am-Noon 
Kezar Stadium Parking Lot 
Stanyan and Waller Streets 
2nd & 4th Sat. 10 am-2pm 
McAteer High School 
Portola and O'Shaughnessy 
1st Sat. 9am-Noon 
Lowell High School 
25th & Eucalyptus 
3rd Sat. 8:30-Noon 
Giannini Junior H.S. 
Ortega & Sunset Blvd. 
3rd Sat. 9am-2pm 
Mission High School 
Church St. betw. 17th & 18th 
2nd Sat. 8:30am-11:30am 
St. Peter's Church 
24th and Alabama Streets 
Every Sat. 10am-4pm 
Turk and Stanyan Streets 
Loyola Hall (USF) Parking Lot 
1st. & 3rd Sat. 9am-2pm 
For Further Information call Lucy 
Domin, Richmond Environmental 
Action 668-3151 
Marin County Call - Survival, Inc. 
454-1274 
East Bay Call the Berkeley Ecology 
Center 548-2220 
MATERIALS 
Tin, Glass, Aluminum, 
and Newspapers 
Tin, Glass, Aluminum 
and Newspapers 
Tin, Glass, and Aluminum 
Tin, Glass, Aluminum 
and Newspapers 
Tin, Glass, and Aluminum 
Tin, Glass, Aluminum, 
and Newspapers 
Tin, Glass, Aluminum, 
and Newspapers 
Tin, Glass, Aluminum, Newspa-




The Hastings and USF chap-
ters of Phi Delta Phi will join in ini-
tiating new members March 29th at 
a gala dinner banquet. 
Phil Delta Phi is the nations 
oldest international legal fratern-
ity. The Pomeroy Inn Chapter at 
Hastings dates back many years. 
Pomeroy Inn, you'll remember, 
sponsored the recent Napa Valley 
wine tour ........ a grape success!! 
At Hastings Phi Delta Phi 
aims for certain special members, 
members who will uphold and pro-
mote one of the Inn's main goals: to 
foster constant intellectual and so-
cial exchange between and among 
students and members of the legal 
profession. New by-laws have pro-
posed among other criteria, high 
minimum academic standards pre-
requisite to entrance into Pomeroy 
Inn at Hastings. 
But Back to the initiation .... 
National and international Phi Del-
ta Phi officers are flying to San 
Francisco from Washington D. C. 
to participate in the special event. 
Hastings is honored to have such 
attention paid it and the Pomeroy 
Inn Chapter of Phi Delta Phi. 
READ THIS 
by John Cotter 
The Hastings College of Advo-
cacy is presently holding interviews 
for prospective Student Assistants. 
Signups for the interviews took 
place during the three orientation 
sessions held last month. 
The College is looking for 
about 75 Student Assistants. Stu-
dent Assistants act in many capaci-
ties, from security personnel to vid-
eotape operators as witnesses in 
workshops and in the mock trial. 
Every effort is made to see that the 
jobs balance the less glamorous 
work. 
The College this year will be 
held from August 1-7, 1976, the 
week before Hastings' registration. 
... _ admlnl-tratfOD up date ... 
... An item like the proposed 
affirmative action policy for the 
Law Journal needs quite a bit of 
study. The faculty wasn't about to 
take final action on the proposal at 
the same meeting that it was intro-
duced, given the considerable rami-
fications of such a policy. "Most 
important," Dean Anderson says, 
"is that more of the students be 
heard from, particularly the LEOP 
representatives. " 
Dean Anderson said that the 
faculty had referred the proposal to 
the Academic Standards Policy 
Committee with the recommenda-
tion that they work with the Jour-
MARCH 15, 1975 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 
AT HASTINGS 
The Dickinson Society of In-
ternational Law will be sponsoring 
several speakers before the end of 
the semester, and all members of 
the Hastings Community are cor-
dially invited to attend any of the 
presentations. 
This Friday, March 12, at 
12:30, Mr. Richard Heggie, Execu-
tive Director of the World Affairs 
Council, will speak on his recent 
travels in The People's Republic of 
China. While in the PRC Mr. Heg-
gie met with Ten Hsiao-p'ing, who 
was previously considered the heir 
apparent o the position of Premier, 
left vacant by the death of Chou 
En-lai on January 8 of this year. 
With the surprise appointment Hua 
Kuo-feng, Teng has been relegated 
to a much lesser position in the 
Chinese hierarchy, and Mr. Heggie 
will certainly have some unique in-
sights into the current situation in 
the PRC. Mr. Heggie will address 
the Society in Room 207 of the 
"Golden Gate Building" of Hast-
ings. (Room 207 is one of the semi-
nar rooms used for legal writing 
and research classes.) 
On Thursday, March 18, at 
12:30 in Room E, Mr. Carlos Fon-
seca, Chairman of the Pan-African 
Chamber of Commerce will present 
a lecture on "Neglected Opportuni-
ties in African Trade." Given the 
current state of African politics 
(particularly with reference to An-
gola and Rhodesia) Mr. Fonseca's 
talk promises to be most interest-
ing. 
Arrangements have also been 
made to host a speaker from the 
Soviet Consulate General, and Mr. 
Adolfo Nanclares who is the Chief 
Consul of the Argentinian Consul-
ate. Dates and times for these 
speakers will appear in the next 
issue of the Law News, and will be 
posted at various locations around 
the College as well. 
College of Advocacy 
nal'a staff and solicit and accept all 
information the faculty needs to 
make a well-reasoned decision on 
the proposal. 
... On Friday, March 5, Dean 
Anderson spoke to some 40 stu-
dents and guests on the subject of 
"Historical and Philosophical Per-
spectives of Law and Religion". 
Two California Supreme Court Jus-
tices were in the audience. 
... Given Hastings' constant 
use as a site for public gatherings, 
not to mention the ever-present 
student body, Dean Anderson has 
appointed a special committe.e to 
study and consider future projects 
as they relate building security and 
fire safety. Upcoming events at 
Hastings include not only the Three 
Centuries at Hastings Film Pre-
miere, but the Constitutional Law 
Quarterly Bicentennial Lectures .
Just completed were the Jessup 
Moot Court Finals and a conclave 
sponsored by the Bay Area Law-
yers for the Arts. Earlier this 
month there was a huge gathering 
of high school students studying 
city government and law in govern-
ment. More and more events are 
being scheduled as Hastings be-
comes a more prominent part of the 
civic and legal community. Why? 








The victorious Hastings Rug-
by Club (6-2-1) will celebrate the 
passing of St. Patrick's Day with a 
debacle: specifically, a display of 
carnage againstDartmouth Univer-
sity on March 18. Four o'clock in 
the afternoon is the time, and the 
Polo Grounds of Golden Gate Park 
shall serve as the field of honor. No 
small children or sheep, please! The 
contest will be followed by quanti-
ties of beer, riotous partying, and 
deviant behavior. 
Both teams shall then travel to 
Monterey on the 20th to play in the 
U.S. National Rugby Tournament. 
All friends are encouraged to attend 
both events, and meet Buck Loner, 
Hastings' answer to the beefalo. 
The purpose of the College is to 
provide instruction in basic trial 
skills to practicing attorneys, a 
function the College has performed 
since 1971. 
Student Assistants are needed 
not only during the week of the 
College but during the balance of 
the school year and during the 
Summer. Students who have 
worked 15 hours before the College 
begins will be able to attend the 
College banquet free of charge. 
Jobs are available now for students 
wanting to get their 15 hours credit 
before the semester ends. 
All students, whether or not 
they attended one of the orientation 
sessions, are invited to sign up for 
interviews in the College office, lo-
cated next to the Placement Office 
in the 305 Golden Gate Building. 
NOTE: The Law News has 
learned from other sources that off-
campus reaction to the Law Journal 
is already on the rise. At the recent 
American Bar Association Student 
Division convention in Los Angel-
es, several participants volunteered 
that the prestige of Hastings would 
be marred by such a policy. One 
conventioneer threatened to cancel 
his subscription to the Law Jour-
nal, saying he .would always have a 
question 88 to whether Journal arti-
cles would be up to the standards of 
past Hastings articles and com-
ments. Biased opinions? Yes. But 
the far-reaching ramifications of 
the proposal-suggested by the 
Dean and feared by the proposal's 
opponents-are very real.) 
4 
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Review 
by Connie O'Brien 
I am terrified of violence to the 
depths of my little chicken heart, 
particularily of the brand of mani-
cal homicidal frenzy portrayed by 
Robert de Niro in "Taxi Driver". 
So I opted instead for a little ro-
mantic comedy in "I Will, I Will ... 
For Now" , starring Elliott Gould 
and Diane Keaton. 
I got what I bargained for; 
there is little romance or comedy in 
this film about a divorced couple 
who try and make their relationship 
work the second time around. 
Gould plays the ex-husband; he is 
an over-grown adolescent, a com-
pulsive gambler and a woman-cha-
ser. Keaton is the ex-wife: she is en-
cumbered with a host of sexual 
hang-ups, a desire to "find" herself 
as an individual, and a fanatical 
urge to constantly clean ashtrays. 
In the end their relationship seems 
to hang together on the strength of 
their complementary, interlocking 
neuroses. It is, at best, a predict-
able movie. See it only if you are a 
voracious Gould and/or Keaton 
fan; they do as well as can be 
expected, given the nature of the 
beast. 
In town until March 28 is the 
best piece of live theater I have seen 
in years and years: "Kennedy's 
Children" by Robert Patrick is at 
the Marine's Memorial Theater. If 
you ever go to plays, go to this one. 
The two-act play consists of five 
individuals who on one rainy after-
noon wander into the same bar on 
New York's East Side and begin 
reminiscing about the sixties. The 
actors never interact with one an-
other; they simply deliver overlap-
ping soliloquies. It is a most unu-
sual and astoundingly effective dra-
matic technique. The acting is su-
perb and the author has managed 
to put his personal statement and 
summation of an era into an in-
tensely compelling play that abso-
lutely nobody should miss. This 
play is not a mere nostalgia trip; it 
is an examination of where we have 
been, but also, where we are now. 
COMING UP: 35mm prints of 
"Top Hat" (1935) starring Fred 
Astaire and Ginger Rogers, and 
"Roman Scandals" (1933) with Ed-
die Cantor and Ruth Etting, will be 
playing at the Richelieu Cinema at 
1075 Geary from March 17 to the 
23rd. During the same time period 
the Gateway Cinema at 215 Jack-
son will be featuring "Singin' in the 
Rain" (1952) with Gene. Kelly and 
Debbie Reynolds, and "Million 
Dollar Mermaid" (1952) with Es-
ther Williams, Victor Mature, and 
Walter Pidgeon. At noon on March 
17, the San Francisco Public Li-
brary will celebrate St. Patrick's 
Day with a presentation of Irish 
music on the front lawn of the Main 
Library. On Sunday, March 21, the 
Main Library will also sponsor two 
showings of "Hearts and Minds" at 
1:30 and 3:45 p_m. in the Lurie 
Room. Finally, for some light en-
tertainment, on March 16 at 7 and 
9:30 p.m. in Wheeler Auditorium at 
UC Berkeley there will be a show-
ing of news reels from 1932 to 1936 
including FDR's first term and the 
Depression_ . ｾ＠ . 
CAMERA BUG 
by Robert Aicher 
Travel folders and brochures 
often advise, "Bring plenty of 
film!" That's a good idea when 
you're traveling to remote canyons 
and lakes, but the reason is the 
difficulty of buying more film once 
you're there, not that you should 
photograph everything in sight. 
The pleasure to be gained from a 
vacation is not proportional to the 
quantity of film exposed. I once 
shot 25 rolls of film (500 slides) on a 
two-week vacation and came back 
dissatisfied. A vacation is to be 
experienced. A few well-chosen pic-
tures will give you plenty of mem-
ories later and time to enjoy the 
scenery now. 
When you share your trip with 
friends, do you prefer prints or 
slides? Slides are cheap and easy to 
show with a projector, but prints 
made from slides seldom look as 
good as the slide. PHnts made from 
color print film give good colors but 
printing an entire roll of film is 
expensive. Thus if you want slides, 
shoot slides. If you want prints, 
shoot print film and tell the photo 
dealer to DEVELOP ONLY. Then 
you will just get the developed ne-
gatives back. Jot down the num-
bers of negatives that are fuzzy, too 
dark or too light. Then tell the 
dealer to print the rest. There's no 
extra charge and you'll save mon-
ｾｹＮ＠
Before sharing the experience 
of your vacation with friends, look 
through your pictures thoughtful-
ly. Don't hesitate to delete a dud, 
but before throwing it away ask 
yourself how this picture was tak-
en. Remember that your camera 
doesn't care-it photographs what-
ever it is pointed at. You're respon-
sible for every photograph taken, 
so learn from your shots, good and 
bad. And when you take a beautiful 
photograph, remind yourself that 





by Donna Levin 
PRIMA FACIE - Lord Pepsi re-
turned home from a hard day at the 
bench to find Mrs. Lord Pepsi 
washing his shirts in "Staino", a 
new product endorsed by Betty 
White. Seeing that it wasn't get-
ting the Jack Daniels spots out, 
Lord Pepsi remarked, "prima fac-
ie," meaning to say, "It's dirty." 
Lord P . got a D in Latin at Cam-
bridge, but he knew the dean. 
INDISPENSABLE PARTY - Ma-
jority view: New Year's Eve. Mi-
nority view: 4th of July. At early 
common law the indispensable par-
ty was held on the eve of the first 
day of the feudal lord, but this 
J:?arbaric practice was finally abol-
ished by 33 Hen. 8, C.l. 
GREAT 
EXPECTATIONS 
by Stuart Bronstein 
This was a big day for Chuck 
UtherFarley. The boy from little 
Crumb, California, was coming up 
in the world. After graduating from 
Hastings College of the Law, Far-
ley moved to New York and soon 
got a job with that prestigious law 
firm of Winkin, Blinkin & Snod-
grass. 
Now after only two years with 
the firm, Farley was given the job 
(and by Mr. Snodgrass himself) of 
developing the firm's advertising in 
accordance with the new ABA 
rules. And this was his big day ..... 
The advertising firm of Sey-
mour Money & Assoc. had already 
been engaged, and Farley had made 
telephone plans with their new rep-
resentative some weeks before. But 
today was the day they would actu-
ally get together to decide on a 
successful campaign. 
The three mile cab ride from 
Wall Street up Madison Avenue 
took 45 minutes. And when he ar-
rived, Farley found Hardy Winter-
bottom ready and waiting for him. 
"We've got great stuff for you, 
ｃｨｵ｣ｾＬＢ＠ said Winterbottom excit-
edly. "Look at this first one. A 
picture of a writ of Habeas Corpus, 
with the caption 'Get fast, fast, fast 
relief.' " 
. "That wasn't exactly what we 
were looking for," explained Far-
ley. "By the way, do you have the 
Dristan account?" 
"Right, " replied W interbot-
tom. "How'd you guess? But you'll 
love this next one. It's a picture of a 
happy, smiling judge, surrounded 
by lawyers all patting him on the 
back. The caption reads, 'Partners 
AT THE BAR 
by Steve Hayes 
Henry Africa's, comer of Van 
Ness and Vallejo, is one of the name 
bas in San Francisco. Most San 
Franciscans are at least aware of its 
existence and a goodly number of 
tourists patronize it during -their 
visit to our city. It is a high vol-
ume, fast paced dispenser of pre-
mium liquor that has something for 
everyone. 
r---------, 
For the no-nonsense drinker, 
they pour Chivas Regal and Cutty 
Sark Scotch, Wild Turkey Bour-
bon, Beefeaters Gin, Smirnoff Vod-
ka, Bacardi Rum, and Jose Cuervo 
Tequila from the well for $1.10. The 
house wines are bottled by Louis 
Jadot and Beaulieu Valley (B.V.) 
and are $1.20 and $.100 respective-
ly a glass. A variety of bottled 
beers, ( .75) draft beer and Irish 
Coffee ($1.10) are available. Call 
drinks range from $1.25 to $1.40. 
The uniqueness of the decor 
guarantees that the individual 
seeking more than a chance to con-
template the bottom of his glass 
will not be disappointed. Two par-
allel rows of Tiffany lamps provide 
the overhead light. A matching pair 
of water buffalo heads are mounted 
m your future.' " 
"The ABA probably wouldn't 
like that one very much. Don't you 
have something a little more sub-
dued?" 
"Sure," said Winterbottom 
with assurance. "Here's a picture of 
a guy ready to be hung, with a 
caption like, 'Before you come to 
the end of your rope, call Winkin, 
Blinkin & Snodgrass.' Great, 
huh?" 
"No," cried Farley_ 
"Something less blatant. We can't 
use scare tactics to get clients. 
What we do want to show is our 
experience, and our concern for the 
individual client." 
"Got just the one. It's a sexy 
broad in a bikini, with a brief case. 
The caption reads, 'The most com-
plete and personal services availa-
ble.' " 
"Please," demanded Farley in 
an exasperated tone. "Just some-
thing informative. No false prom-
ises or inducements. We .just want 
people to know our name, and to 
know that we are competent." 
"Listen," replied Winterbot-
tom. "You came here because I am 
an expert in my business. You want 
to attract customers. You would 
like to bring in people who have 
never seen an attorney before, or 
don't like the one they have. 
Right?'" 
"That's right," said Farley. 
"Is that so hard?'" 
"It's not hard at all," conclud-
ed Winterbottom. "But without the 
persuasion, without the incentives, 
it has been my experience that you 
will do just as well, if not better, by 
simply putting your name in the 
phone book." 
on the mirrors behind the bar for 
people that are tired of watching 
. the elephant tusks dangle from the 
ceiling. Mirrors, prints, railroad 
car displays, plants and stained 
glass are used to decorate every 
nook and cranny. But of all the 
memorabilia, my favorite are the 
trains. They run on.a clear plexi-
glass track, two feet below the roof, 
and circle the room. 
• Intriguing as it is, Henry Afri-
ca's is not a place where I like to 
drink. At Henry's, every night is 
Saturday night. It is a shoulder;to-
shoulder sea of humanity clamoring 
for cocktails and jostling for posi-
tion. It's the type of place that if 
E.F. Hutton were to talk, people 
wouldn't listen. But, if you go in 
the afternoon, the place is deserted 
and you can get a seat' and watch 
the sun filter through the stained 
glass of the west window. 
Connected to the back of Hen-
ry Africa's is The Corporal's Mess, 
a small nine table restaurant. The 
Mess has a limited menu of reason-
ably priced items. The proportions 
are abundant and meticulously pre-
pared. The Stuffed TrQut, a bone-
less 8 oz. trout stuffed with crab 
and sauteed in lemon butter and 
almonds ($5.95) and Medallions of 
Beef, two tender pieces of filet upon 
a crouton covered with mushroom 
sauce and bernaise ($6.75) are the 
only entrees I have tried. Both were 
delcious. All entrees are served 
with rice, vegetable and Sourdough 
bread and your choice of either 
soup, salad or artichoke. 
The Corporal's Mess serves 
full dirmers between 5:30 and 10:00 
six days a week. After 10:00 a limi-
ted menu of hamburgers, omelets 
and pastries are available till 1 :30 
or 2:00. 
• 
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Saturday night. The dark side 
of a warm day on Union Street. 
Jack needed desparately to fall in 
love, if only for the night. Like a 
salmon swimming up against a 
great northwestern river, he was in· 
explicably drawn to the Pierce 
Street Annex. 
The bullshit that was so casu-
ally tossed around there would have 
easily fertilized the Sahara. With 
each drink, everyone advanced 
themselves a rung or two on their 
own private status ladders; sales-
girls were buyers for the depart-
ment stores, bank tellers became 
assistant managers, insurance 
salesmen were corporate execu-
tives. The bolder ones, less fettered 
by reality, made quantum leaps. 
"Yeah. I'm in town doing a picture 
with Bob. Bob? Bob Redford, you 
know. Yeah, sure you can meet 
him." Jack fit right in. 
"I'm a garbageman." Jack 
proclaimed stoutly. 
"Oh, rubbish!" She laughed at 
her own pun. She was pretty. A no 
longer innocent cheerleader of 25 
who still seemed rather prim. 
"Believe me." He smiled insin-
cerely. 
"You're nothing of the sort. 
Look at your hands. Not a callous 
on them." 
"I wear gloves." 
• 
"To the opera, more likely." 
They joked and chatted for a while. 
Then he asked her to dance. The 
dance floor was so crowded that it 
begged familiarity. Jack tried. 
"Let's rest a bit?" She said. 
"Alright." 
"What do you really do?" 
"Frankly, I'm preparing for a 
voyage which will prove that the 
inhabitants of Tahiti originally 
came from South American by sail-
ing across the Pacific on rafts." 
"That's already been done." 
"Really? Oh, damn it all. I 
better call my travel agent." He 
smiled. "Tell me something about 
yourself." 
"Well," she paused, "I'm a 
vegetarian." 
"Do you eat dates?" Jack 
asked, grinning. Instead of answer-
ing, she looked at her watch. "It's 
getting late. I better find my girl-
friends." 
"Can I take you home?" 
"No. I don't think so." 
5 
"Give me your phone number 
and I'll call you." 
"Well. You see, I don't go out 
with people I meet in bars." She 
smiled firmly as she checked her 
purse. "Bye-bye. Take care of your-
self." Five minutes later he had a 
dozen biting remarks but for the 
moment he just stood there thick-
tongued. "So long," he managed. 
Jack was inconsolable, his ego 
deflated like a forgotten balloon. 
He felt like walking. The street was 
now longer, somehow different. A 
nightcap. He shuffled into Perry's 
to wash his newly broken heart. 
Moments later, he was drinking a 
whiskey as he leaned against the 
juke box. 
"What's your sign." A pleas-
ant female voice asked him. 
"Free wash with fill-up." He 
replied without bothering to look 
up. 
"Mine's 'Slippery when wet'." 
She said with a mischievious tone. 
Jack snapped back into focus and, 
after an instant's appraisal, asked 
with his utmost suavity, "Would a 
drink get you any wetter?" 
Our College Plan: 
$' a month buys all the bank you ｮ･･､ｾ＠
Bank of America's College Plan is a complete banking 
package just for students. It's simple, convenient, 
economical and includes everything you're likely to 
need. Here's what makes it so useful: 
1_ The College Plan Checking Account. 
Unlimited checkwriting for just $1 a month_ With 
no minimum balance required. And no 
service charge at all for June, July, August, 
or for any month a balance of $300 or 
more is maintained. You get a state-
ment every month. And the account 
stays open through the summer even 
with a zero balance, saving you the 
trouble of having to close it in June 
and reopen it in the fall. 
2_ Personalized Checks. 
Yours inexpensively. Scenic or 
other style checks for a little more. 
3_ BankAmericard: 
For students of sophomore 
standing or higher, who quali-
fy, the College Plan can also 
include BankAmericard. It's 
good for tuition at most state 
schools, check-cashing identifi· 
cation and all types of purchases. 
Parental guarantee is not required. 
And conservative credit limits help you 
start building a good credit history. 
4_ Overdraft Protection. 
Our Instant Cash helps you avoid bounced checks, 
by covering all your checks up to the limit of your 
available BankAmericard credit. 
5. Educational Loans. 
A Bank of America specialty. Complete details are 
available from any of our Student Loan Offices. 
6. Savings Accounts. 
Lots of plans to choose from, all provid· 
ing easy ways to save up for holidays 
and vacations. 
7. Student Representatives. 
Usually students or recent graduates 
themselves, our Reps are located at all 
our major college offices and offer 
individual help with any student 
banking or financial problems. 
Now that you know what's in-
cluded, why not drop by one of 
our college offices, meet your 
Student Rep, and get in on our 
College Plan. 1 a month buys 
all the bank you need. 









Editor's Note: In an unexpected 
move, the Hastings Chapter of the 
National Lawyer's Guild has re-
signed from the ASH Council. The 
following is the NLG's official 
statement of the reasons for its 
actions. 
STATEMENT OF THE HAST-
INGS CHAPTER, NATIONAL 
LAWYERS GUILD 
POLITICAL ANALYSIS OF ASH 
We of the HNLG decided to 
enter ASH because we thought it 
would be one way to build working 
relationships with Third World or-
ganizationtl and influence events at 
Hastings. We felt that our practice 
in ASH has demonstrated the in-
correctness of these assumptions. 
Our experiences in ASH have 
led us to the conclusion that, ab-
sent the thorough development of a 
common strategy of which student 
government is only a small part, 
the purpose of so-called " student 
government" at Hastings has three 
aspects: 
1) It provides an illusion of 
student participation and power in 
decision -making. 
2) It provides the white liber-
als and reactionaries with an oppor-
tunity to play parliamentary ego-
games, ingratiate themselves with 
the Hastings administration, and 
receive training for their future po-
sitions as representatives of the rul-
ing class. 
3) It sets progressive organi-
zations (like the HNLG and Third 
World groups) against each other 
fighting for scraps and crumbs, 
sapping energy which should be 
directed toward a united struggle 
against the racist and reactionary 
Hastings administration. 
Our common experiences in 
ASH suggest to us that participa-
tion in student government by pro-
gressive student organizations is 
counter-productive. 
In light of the foregoing analy-
sis, the HNLG has decided to with-
draw organizationally from any and 




Some weeks ago the U.c. Davis 
student news paper, Cal Aggie, re-
·ported from an interview with Sen. 
John Tunney, that he is at issue with 
S-1 as unamendable and that he has 
been in opposition to the bill for the 
past eighteen months. One of them' 
is lying. . 
On Sunday, February 29, I was 
invited to the Northern California 
Executive Committee meeting for 
the Tunney campaig(! at the Del 
Webb TownHouse Hotel, a favorite 
hang-out for "labor thugs". What 
was supposed tq be a gathering for 
the field representative to give 
marching orders to the county 
chairpersons, ended up a gripe ses-
sion and a chance to air complaints . 
But the state-wide coordinator, Dan 
Smith, assured them that everything 
was under control, and that 
S400,OOO of television media would 
DISCLAIMER OF RESPON-
SIBILITY FOR CERTAIN INDI-
VIDUALS 
Persuant to our decision to 
withdraw from ASH, certain of the 
HNLG representatives have decid-
ed to resign their positions. 
Other HNLG members have 
expressed a personal desire to re-
main in ASH as individuals but 
with no responsibility or authoriza-
tion to represent he HNLG. 
The HNLG wishes to stress 
that any individuals who do remain 
in ASH no long represent he HN-
LG in ASH, have no authorization 
to speak for the HNLG in ASH, 
and the HNLG takes no responsi-
bility for any actions taken by 
those individuals in ASH. 
WORKERS OF THE WORLD, 
UNITE I SMASH U.S. IMPERI-




National Lawyers Guild 
BLSA SPEAKS ON 
AFF-IRMATIVE 
ACTION 
Let it be known to all depart-
ment committees, ASH, the faculty , 
the administration , and all of the 
white "autonomous" kingdoms in 
the feudal hierarchy of the Hastings 
communitY, that the Black Law Stu-
dents Association represents the of-
ficial position of the Black students 
at Hastings . Any organization that 
makes a decision concerning Black 
students, and then runs through the 
halls soliciting individual Black 
opinions , which invariably will dif-
fer, cannot be recognized by the 
BLSA as working to the best inter-
ests of Black students . BLSA asked 
all third world associations and pro-
gress ive organizations to help us 
put a stop to this practice. 
BLSA's position is that the pro-
cedure in which the Law Journal 
undertook to create an affirmative 
action proposal smacks at the digni-
ty and respect of Black people. BL-
SA will not tolerate an all-white-
committee of any kind deciding 
what is best for Blacks . We demand 
to be involved in the initial plan-
be used to overcome Tunney's non-
positive image in the primary. Re-
runs of tht movie "The Candidate" 
are coming sooner than you think. 
And Dan Smith is right, every-
thing is under control. On Tuesday, 
March 2, the day after Tunney an-
nounced, California pollster Mervin 
Field released a poll showing that 
Sen . Iunney had 55% and Tom 
Hayden 15%, with the rest undeci-
ded . For Mr. Hayden that's a 2% 
increase from the time he an-
nounced, but a 3% drop from the 
previous poll . So it looks like a sure 
thing for the June 8 primary. But 
what worries me about a sure thing, 
is the uncertainty of it. 
Two week ago The Hastings 
_ Democratic Club sponsored two 
events which met with relative suc-
cess. On Wednesday, March 3, 
from 6-8pm, Bill Cavala gave a sem-
inar on political campaign roles, 
and the type of jobs and influence 
the roles provide. Mr. Cavala is a 
graduate professor at Berkeley, and 
is presently serving as an admini-
strative assistant to East-Bay Assem-
ning, negotiation , and decision 
making process. 
BLSA will not mechanically ap-
prove any proposal labelled "Af-
firmative Action" . We have wit-
nessed and experienced many so-
called affirmative action programs 
which were products of political 
and opportunistic considerations 
which did not have the overwhelm-
ing interest of Black and Third 
World peoples at heart . 
BLSA does not and cannot rec-
ognize the leggitimacy of affirma-
tive action as adopted by the Law 
Review panel. Affirmative action is 
a program which attempts to re-
verse the inequities which have re-
sulted from a history of purposeful 
discrimination . A program cannot 
therefore alleviate the resulting in-
equities unless the members of the 
program know what inequities have 
resulted . Only those who have suf-
fered from discrimination know 
what inequities have resulted. A 
program is not affirmative unless 
and until the Third World has equal 
representation in the decision mak-
ing process . 
Affirmative action is not re-
verse discrimination" is the latest 
in the aresenal of the white suprem-
ist philosophy . It is appalling as well 
as frightening to hear white people 
who enjoy the highest standard of 
living on the planet Earth niggardly 
spout " reverse discrimination". BL-
SA along with the Black world in-
tends to participate in the move-
ment to combat racism, reverse 
poverty , reverse sexism, and-yes-to 
reverse the discrimination which 
has held us in a position of political 
and economic subjugation by the 
world 's white minority . 
We support meaningful affirm-
ative action programs . However we 
cannot support the program as 
adopted by the Law Review because. 
it falls far short of the basic princi-
ple of affirmative aCtion . 
Respectfully submitted , 
Black Law Students Association 
Greer M . Smith, Chair person 
The opinions expressed in the Has-
tings Law News are entirely those 
of the writers, and do not necessari-
ly reflect those of the Law News, its 
staff, or its advertisers. 
blyman Miller. Mr. Cavala took a 
reflective look at political cam-
paigns and gave a careful and de-
tailed analysis of what makes a 
campaign, and a breakdown of the 
various roles played and needed on 
most campaigns. To many who at-
tended, he introduced a new factor, 
"The McGovern Quotient" which, 
in terms of precinct analysis, identi-
fies registered Democrats, who, if 
they voted for McGovern in 1972, 
would vote for anybody. 
And on Friday, March 5, con-
gressional candidate David Harris 
spoke. Known for his involvement 
in the anti-war movement, Mr. Har-
ris was President of the Stanford 
University student body, and served 
time in prison for his refusal to be 
inducted in the Armed Services. He 
is currently running for Pete Mc-
Closkey'S seat. Some of you may 
know him better as the ex-husband 
of folk-singer Joan Baez . 
Coming up in Bay Area poli-
tics : State Senate candidate Fred 
Furth is having a fundraiser celebra-
his 42nd birthday, Wednesday, 
ｉｈｅｒｅｾ＠ NoTIlInC 
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CRY, BETTY! 
March 31, at the San Francisco Hil-
ton . For more information on this or 
any other activities, call 673-7946. 
And, The California Democratic 
Party Bay Area Democratic Wom-
en's Workshop will sponsor an all 
day conference on Saturday, March 
27, at 33 Gough St., beginning at 
9am. Admission free with a student 
body card. For more information, 
call 543-1977. 
And now from Gilroy. On Tues-
day, March 2, 2885 voters passed, 
by a margin of 56%, a S4OO,OOO 
continuation of a tax override for 
the Gilroy Unified School District. 
That makes it the fourth time in a 
row. Isn'it it amazing that these 
rural people, who some would call 
"aggie hicks," are consistently more 
responsive to their children's educa-
tional needs, than California's tradi-
tional "liberal" centers of San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles, which are 
finding budgets cut, let alone main-
tained . 
LAW JOURNAL 
Continued from front page 
cation at the "conference" stage. 
The Law Journal is a meeting be. 
tween the note writer and certain 
members of the Editorial Board, at 
which substantive problems in the 
note are discussed. The note is in 
rough draft form at this time, and 
may have to be redrafted two or 
three times. 
A pre-emption check is also 
made at the conference stage to 
maKe sure that the topic hasn't 
been covered in another journal. 
Fortunately, students need only 
complete the first draft of the note 
in order to earn their two units of 
credit. (Two units? You gotta be 
kidding!) 
Students who endure the rig-
ors of this first year elect an Editor-
ｈａｓｔｉｎｇｓｾｾｅ＠
ｃｏｌｌｅｇｅｾｌａｗ＠
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in-Chief for the following year. He 
or she then selects the editorial 
staff. The subordinate editors split 
roughly into two groups, those re-
sponsible for soliciting and editing 
outside articles, and those responsi-
ble for editing and assistance with 
the student notes. 
Executive Editor Scott Morris 
says that one of the problems felt 
by students new to the Journal is a 
sense of purposelessness and lack of 
direction, especially when 400 
hours of research and writing culm --
niate in a note which has been pre-
empted in another journal. To 
avoid this, Morris would like to see 
the Journal return to a review of 
9th Circuit decisions. Not only 
would such a move help students 
participating on the Journal, it 
would make the Journal more read-
able for those who pay for it , but 
rarely open the cover.' Amen! (Pro-
nounced Aaeemenn!) .--' 
Law Journal Editors 
The Placement Office has dis-
continued supplying us with their 
placement listings. Our publication 
lag causes a lot of the positions to 
be filled by the time you get a 
chance to read the column here. 
HOWEVER, the placement of-
fice mails a complete list of their 
new positions to those who wish 
every two weeks. Free!! You must 
register with the placement office 
on a special form to receive this 
mailing. Hastings students only!! 
Rtofessional Listings 
* OFFICE OF LAW PLACEMENT 
SEE SAN FRANCISCO 
, 
WITH BAR EARLY BIRD LECTURES 
Scottish Rite Temple - Van Ness & Sutter 
Sunday, April 4 
Sunday, April 11 
Saturday, April 17 
Saturday, May 1 
COMMUNITY PROPERTY 10:00AM-1:00PM & 2:00PM-4:00PM - FREE TO ALL 
PROFESSIONEL RESPONSIBILITY 10:00AM-1 :00PM & 2:00PM-4:00PM-
BAR. ENROLLEES ONLY 
WILLS 10:00AM-1:00PM & 2:00PM-4:00PM - FREE TO ALL 
TRUSTS 10:00AM-1:00PM & 2:00PM-4:00PM - FREE TO ALL 
James K. Herbert 
Richard C. Wydick 
James K. Herbert 
James K. Herbert 
7 
IF YOU AREN'T ALREADY SIGNED UP FOR BAR, BAR REVIEW COURSE 
DO IT TODAY! AT • 
OR SEE YOUR BAR REP!! 
• • 
126 Hyde Street 
San Francisco, California 94102 
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SPOTLIGHT 
Professor Miguel de Cllpriles 
by Tim Timmons 
Professor Russell Niles has 
said t hat in all of his teaching ca-
reer, his two most brilliant students 
have been Bernard Schwartz, now 
famous for his writings on Consti-
tutional Law, and Miguel de Capri-
les, professor of Corporations and 
Accounting for Lawyers here at 
Hastings. 
According to Professor Niles, 
though both men were almost al-
ways correct in their analyses of 
classroom hypotheticals, their 
methods of reasoning were very dif-
ferent. While Mr. Schwartz would 
expound at length upon the applic-
able law, citing every point, Mr. de 
Cap riles would always go directly 
to the heart of the problem, answer-
ing very concisely. 
This preference for brevity and 
accuracy seems to be a prominent 
feature of Professor de Capriles' 
personality. It is perhaps this char-
acteristic, coupled with the grumb-
THE HASTINGS LAW NEWS 
lings of a few former students, 
which has unfortunately led some 
who do not know him to speculate 
that the requirements for his class-
es must be unduly harsh. 
Commenting upon the discon-
tent evidenced by some of his Fall 
1974 students after they saw their 
grades, Professor de Capriles point-
ed out that the average grade for 
his 125 students was a respectable 
74, even though there were ten or 
twelve failing grades; and that 
most of the students who had failed 
later admitted to him that they had 
not attended class regularly. He 
concedes that he requires his stu-
dents to work, believing purposeful 
study to be a necessary part of law 
school; but he adds that he is more 
than willing to reward good work 
with a good grade. 
Apparently, his students of 
last semester got the message be-
cause the number of failures fell to 
one, and the class average was 79. 
Professor de Capriles is especi-
ally qualified to teach subjects deal-
ing with accounting and finance. 
He earned his B.S. and A.M. de-
grees in Economics at N.Y. U. and 
thlln joined the faculty there as a 
professor in that field, long before 
he considered a career teaching law. 
Later, seeking to further his 
knowledge in the area of corporate 
finance, he entered the law school 
at N. Y . U ., planning to attend for 
only a year. However, he got 
"hooked" and stayed to earn his 
J.D. It was at N.Y.U. that he 
began his long friendship with Pro-
fessor Niles, eventually succeeding 
him as Dean of the law school. In-
deed, Professor de Capriles as affil-
iated with N.Y.U. from 1928 until 
he came to Hastings in 1974. He 
was first on the economics faculty, 
then on the law 'faculty, thereafter 
becoming Dean of the law school as 
well as vice-president and general 
counsel of the university. 
Aside from his numerous in-
volvements in the legal field, such 
as the American Association for the 
Comparative Study of Law and the 
N ew York Legislative Committee 
to Study Revision of Corporate 
Laws, the professor has been exten-
sively involved in international ath-
letic competition, both as a compet-
itor and a judge. 
From 1932 until 1951, he was a 
member of the U.S. Olympic and 
International Fencing Teams, win-
ning several national champion-
ships. He was chief of the U.S. 
mission to the Olympic Games in 
Mexico City and Grenoble, and he 
looks forward to attending the 
games at Montreal as a member of 
the Board of Directors and repre-
sentative of the Fencing Commit-
tee. 
As for his plans here at Hast-
ings, he would like very much to 
help develop an advanced course in 
corporate finance as part of the 
anticipated future expansion of the 
school. 
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I SERVED YOUR 
GRANDFATHER · FATHER· 
HOW ABOUT Y.OU? 
460 LARKIN 
at corner of TURK 
ＮＯｾ＠
ALUMNI 
GET OUT OF THE LIBRARY! 
- CALL 
HASTINGS RESEARCH SERVICES 
LEGAL RESEARCH & DRAFTING 
FOR ATTORNEYS ONLY 
Write: 198 McAlli ster Street 
San Francisco, Ca. 94102 
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As clear recognition of the is-
sues confronting law and genetics 
must lead to anticipatory guide-
lines, the perception of some of the 
most vital issues in voluntary and 
mandatory genetic screening pro-
grams is the subject of this issue. 
In 1972, the National Sickle 
Cell Anemia Control Act, 42 U.S.C. 
§300b (Supp. II 1972) provided for 
the Secretary of Health, Education 
and Welfare to create sickle cell 
screening and counseling pro- there will be very little chance for 
grams. Participation of all individ- abuse. To qualify for a grant under 
uals in the programs is completely ｴｾｳ＠ act, an applicant must comply 
voluntary. WIth a .number of requirements, 
Similiar programs have been among which are provisions of as-
initiated on the state level. Many of surranc that all participation will be 
these programs however, are de- voluntary, provisions for "strict 
pendent upon a mandatory screen- confidentiality" of test results, pro-
ing of all individuals (e.g., New visions for "appropriate commun-
York Education Code §904). ity representation" in development 
Screening programs of both and operation of the program, and 
types offer a chance to predict seri- appropriate arrangements for the 
ous or fatal genetic disease in the counseling of persons found to have 
fetus and prevent expression of sickle cell anemia or the trait. 
these defects if desired. However, A voluntary act of this type 
human values must be given prece- offers the most comprehensive 
dence over scientific innovation. service while minimizing legal prob-
Some programs, with their assump- lems. Of course, the same problems 
tion that they can conquer "blind" which face any medical practice af-
nature, must themselves be con- fect all types of genetic screening 
trolled because such blindness is programs: 
more severe than any nature pos- • Failure to obtain a patient's 
sesses. consent before performing a medi-
The National Act is. a tot:ally , cal procedure may subject a physi-
voluntary program. The mtentIons cian to liability for negligence or 
are good and with only slight even battery. 





by Kenneth Pivo 
ability for an unauthorized disclos-
ure of confidential information and 
possibly for breach of contract. 
• Faulty counseling stemming 
from mistaken diagnosis can lead to 
liability as a negligent tort. 
• Information that a child was 
likely to be born defective which 
was not relayed to parents could 
introduce malpractice contentions. 
• Wrongful life 
All of these problems, though 
import an t, are not necessarily 
unique to genetic screening. The 
real problems arise when any type 
of mandatory screening is required. 
Important Constitutional questions 
are then raised which must be con-
sidered. 
A legitimate state interest 
would be required to justify manda-
tory screening programs. Requiring 
an individual to submit to a blood 
test for a genetic disease consti-
tutes a considerable invasion of per-
sonal privacy. There is not only an 
actual physical invasion but there 
exists the additional possibility of 
stigmatization through the improp-
er dissemination of test results. 
In Schmerber v California 
(1966) 384 US 757, the Supreme 
Court addressed a comparable 
question of whether a compulsory 
blood test came within "the broadly 
conceived reach of search and sei-
zure under the Fourth Amend-
ment." The court said the amend-
ment's proper function was not to 
prohibit all intrusions but only 
those "which are not justified in the 
circumstances, or which are made 
in an improer manner." The court 
held that under the conditions of 
the case, the blood test was not 
unreasonable. A question for the 
future rests on how this case will be 
interpreted to apply to mandatory 
screening. Is the governmental in-
terest that exists so important and 
does the intrusion reasonably serve 
to further that interest? I think not! 
A measure as broad as compul-
sory genetic screening is unneces-
sary to accomplish the limited and 
legitimate purpose of the govern-
ment. A voluntary program such as 
that now in force on the National 
level, although not fool-proof, of-
fers the best alternative. Thus, in 
balancing the state's interest 
against the attendant invasion of 
individual rights, there is no justifi-
cation for a screening method that 
sweeps so broadly when a narrower 
alternative is readily available. 
There is a Complete. 
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Bruce Twomley, 30, is a self-
described ski bum. 
After getting his law degree 
• from Hastings in 1970 and passing 
the California bar, he headed for 
Colorado. He lived in Aspen for two 
years, skiing and supporting him-
self with odd jobs. 
In the Spring of 1972 he moved 
to Anchorage, Alaska-not for the 
skiing, but to work for Alaska Le-
gal Services Corporation as a VIS-
TA Volunteer lawyer. Today, al-
most four years later, he's still with 
Legal Services, now'as a staff law-
yer (the usual VISTA enrollment is 
for one year). 
Originally from the Midwest, 
Twomley graduated from North-
western University in 1967 with a 
major in philosophy before coming 
to Hastings. He has since passed 
the Alaska bar in addtion to that of 
Californa. 
His work at Alaska Legal Ser-
vices hasn't changed a great deal 
since he switched from VISTA Vol-
unteer to staff status. As a Vista 
lawyer he served Anchorage cli-
ents. As a staff lawyer, "I've been 
riding circuit out into the bush and 
serving primarily Alaskari native 
clients, in a lot of small villages." 
After Hastings The World 
Was Never The Same 
1066 was a most eventful year. 
In January, Earl Harold of 
Wessex was crowned King of Eng-
land, suceeding Edward the Con-
fessor. There were many who said 
that the crown was seized by dur-
ess. 
In April, a fiery star appeared 
in the heaven, and blazed with a 
fearful fight for seven nights. The 
learned men of the times linked its 
appearance to the mounting strug-
gle for the English crown. 
In October, on the field at 
Hastings, that struggle took place. 
King Harold was killed and his 
Saxon troops defeated by Duke 
William of Normandy, who claimed 
the title was rightfully his. 
In December, William of Nor-
mandy, now William the Conquer-
or, was crowned King of England 
and thus began a rule which 
changed the social order of the Eng-
lish, as well as the course of world 
history. 
In 1878, Serranus Clinton 
Hastings, first Chief Justice of Cal-
ifornia, founded Hastings College 
of the Law. His ancestry dates back 
to the English field at Hastings, at 
which history was made in 1066. 
THE HASTINGS LAW NEWS 
After HQstings 
FORMER "SKI BUM" 
PRACTICES POVERTY LAW 
IN ALASKA 
Most of Twomley's AncllQl"age 
work involved domestic relations 
cases, but since working in tlul vil-
lages he has been working on ｾｳ･ｳ＠
involving land questions, ｳｾｨ＠ a 
Most of Twomley's Anchorage 
work involved domestic relations 
cases, but since working in the vil-
lages he has been working on cases 
involving land questions, such as 
representing applications for native 
allotments against the Department 
of Interior. 
"I guess my caseload has run 
the gamut from fairly run-of-the-
mill domestic relations cases to 
class actions. One project that I'm 
involved in right now is represent-
ing senior citizens ... A good many 
The World Was' Never The ｓ｡ｲｲｩ･ｾ＠
In 1971, friends of Hastings 
College of the Law, University of 
California, established an organiza-
tion dedicated to the belief that the 
role of law is fundamental to Ameri-
can democracy. It was called the 
Hastings 1066 Foundation to pre-
serve this thousand year heritage. 
Excellence in law is a result of 
excellence in legal education. For 
Hastings in particular, an institu-
tion which. has for almost a century 
provided the nation with disting-
uished men and women of the law, 
the 1066 Foundation was conceived 
to insure the enrichment and im-
of their problems center around 
public assistance and housing." 
Twomley says his present job 
is the most satisfying he has ever 
held, and he plans to stay in legal 
services. "The only area of the law 
that I'm not going to get access to 
through legal services," he says, 
"is criminal law practice or really 
intensive trial work. So I'm think-
ing that I'll probably take a sabbat-
ical from legal services at some time 
and try to practice criminal law -
probably in a public capacity." 
Twomley's life style is fairly 
simple, as attested by the bicycle 
parked in an empty room next to 
his office ("Just about everybody in 
the office gets to and from ·work by 
bicycle." He likes Alaska and 
thinks that ultimately he might 
want to spend the rest of his life 
there, though he'd like to try a 
change of scene for awhile. 
"But for the moment I'm real-
ly happy with legal services," he 
says, "and I can't imagine a more 
interesting area to practice law in 
than working in legal services and 
representing low-income people." 
[courtesy the Office of Public M-
fairs and the Hastings Alumni As-
sociationl 
provement of its educational pro-
gram. 
The 1066 Foundation presents 
a distinctive opportunity to alumni 
and friends to support continued 
excellence in legal ,education at 
Hastings. Members of 1066 are an 
elite group of donors providing an-' 
nual financial support to Hastings. 
Funds received by the 1066 
Foundation have made possible 
scholarship awards to students who 
are members of the Hastings Law 
Journal and the Constitutional Law 
Quarterly. The Foundation has pro-
vided the funds necessary for the 
Hastings Moot Court Team to tra-
vel to Washington, D.C. for the 
Jessup International Moot Court 
finals. Special library volumes have 
been acquired, and the disting-
uished 1066 Professorship has been 
established. 
An annual gathering of mem-
bers provides an opportunity to 
meet with prominent people in the 
field of law and in government, to 
discuss informally' new trends and 
conepts jn law. One of the high-
lights of recent discussions has 
been the proposed U.C. Hastings 
Legal Studies Center, a project 
which the 1066 Foundation is ac-
tively supporting . . 
LAWNEWS 
DEADLINES 
The Law News willingly ac-
cepts all contributions. Contribu-
tors are asked to maintain strict ad-
herence to posted style require-
ments and issue deadlines. 
Most issues are planned well in 
advance to allow contributors time 
to plan and write thier articles. 
If you have an idea for an arti-
cle or a series of articles contact Sid 
Luscutoff at 647-6330 or speak to 
any of the editors. If you like, leave 
a note at the Law News office: 
Room 106-55 Hyde Street. 
MARCH 15, 1976 
by Sid Luscutoff 
Hastings alumnus, Senator 
John Dunlap, has introduced a bill 
(SB 1646) that would require cor-
porations to notify the secretary of 
state when they become subsidiar-
ies or holding companies of foreign 
or domestic firms. 
Superior courts only. Senate 
Constitutional Ammendment 58 by 
Senator Alfred Long proposes what 
has oft been suggested: that jus-
tice courts and municipal courts 
should be eliminated and replaced 
by a statewide system in which 
each judicial district, consisting of 
at least one county, would contain a 
superior court only. 
Reverse discrimination?? As-
semblyman Mike Antonovich has 
presented Assembly Concurrent 
Resolution 158 requesting the state 
Personnel Board to assess whether 
State employment practices and af-
firmative action policies result in 
discrimination against Caucasians, 
Orientals and males. 
ｾＨｉＨｊｉＧＨＨＧｦｾ Ｌ｜ＱＢＢＧ Ｎ＠
Attorney Assemblyman John 
J. Miller (Democrat-Oakland) asks 
that courts be permitted to award 
attorneys fees to the successful 
party in a suit which has obtained 
enforcement of an important right 
affecting public interests instead of 
leaving compensation to the agree-
ment of the parties involved. AB 
3257 allows this discretion in cer-
tain situations only. 
Make the D.A.'s job easier? 
Assemblyman Bob Beverly propos-
es that defendants be required to 
disclose an intention to use an alibi 
defense on the request of the dis-
trict attorney. That's AB 3120. 
Get 'em while they're young. 
AB 3121 by Assemblyman Julian 
Dixon would permit 16 & 17 year 
olds to be prosecuted in adult 
courts when charged with serious 
felonies gotcha! 
-Alumnus John Knox 
And the Juvenile Law wili 
have major changes and revisions 
made if two bills by Senator Robert 
Presley pass (SB 1694, SB 1695). 
The exact changes are better 
gleaned from the bill itself. The 
areas covered, though, are the ju-
venile law, the juvenile court sys-
tem pertaining to detention re-hear-
ings and fitness hearings and dis-
positions. 
Copies of these bills may be 
received free of charge. Write to the 
author's office c/o the State Capi-
tol, Sacramento, CA 95814. Ex-
press your interest and refer to the 
bill or resolution by its number. 
FINIS 
-Hastings Grad John Dunlap 
'RUN FOR YOUR LIVES ... IT'S THE PRIMARY MONSTER!' 
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION will govern them and what stand-ards of so-called 'proper merit' will 
be used to permit Third World peo-
ples to receive education and to be 
employed." 
Continued from front page 
advanced by the proponents, not-
ing first that a LEOP student's 
"marketability" may be greatly in-
creased by putting Law Journal on 
his resume, but that is not the pur-
pose of the Journal experience. "It 
shouldn't be a 'resume entree' into 
a job. Minorities getting jobs 
should be getting them because 
they're qualified, not because 
they've got Law Journal on their 
resumes. Also, the value of putting 
Law Journal on your resume is go-
ing to go down-both for the mi-
norities and other Journal staf-
fers" 
Rejecting the idea that affirm-
ative action is necessary to correct 
past wrongs, the opponent called 
that "kindergarten jurisprudence -
two wrongs do not make a right, 
and a program like this is against 
the best interests of those who 
could make it on their own." . 
ｕｮ､･ｲｬｹｾｧ＠ the debate over af-
firmative action is the question of 
whether Hastings' (or any other 
school's) professors are racially bi-
ased. Proponents say certain pro-
fessors have clear tendencies to 
spot "non-white" exam writing. As 
a result, they say grades in those 
classes are considerably lower for 
minorities than for whites. The op-
ponent interviewee says, "there is 
such a thing as writing ,well-that 
shouldn't be attacked just because 
the white majority writes that way 
and the minority has trouble with 
it. That's not a valid criticism of-
the standard." On rascist profes-
sors: "There may be some racial 
discrimination in minorities' exam 
writing. But there are also profes-
sors who give the minority exams a 
break." 
LEOP STUDENTS 
Several of the LEOP students 
interviewed clearly feel the grading 
process is discriminatory. They say 
stories of blatant discrimination are 
constantly circulating among LE-
OP students. An example: A white 
and black student in the same sec-
tion were comparing exams, and it 
seemed to both of them that the 
black had written a better, more 
comrehensive exam. His grade, 
however, was ten points lower than 
the white's. The two went to see the 
professor involved, who exploded 
that they had no right to question 
his grading methods, or his integri-
ty. These stories are unsubstantia-
ted, but the LEOP students who 
tell them are convinced many'pro-
fessors grade on the basis of race, 
not qUality. 
Although they feel that many 
faculty members may be racially 
biased, Third World students at 
LAW REVUE 
pain was unnoticed. If voices were 
strained in both song and cheering, 
the praise later was merely hoarse, 
not stilled. 
A review of the show would be 
pointless. If you were there, you 
had has much of it has you could 
want. If you missed it, you can't be 
blamed. Noone would have 
thought it possible in advance. You 
couldn't have been for want. 
If you didn't see the Law Re-
vue, you can still think that Hast-
ings is a gray, commuter school, 
peopled by uncaring zombies, who 
only want to get ahead of you; 
Hastings was a community of kind-
red, happy souls who wanted to 
enjoy themselves and each other. 
And maybe a few people real-
ized that they would be leaving 
more than 198 McAllister in a few 
months. John Mcnellis 
Hastings do not feel the present 
Journal proposal is an adequate so-
lution to that problem. 
Official reaction to the J ourn-
al's proposal has been negative. 
The Asian Law Students Asso-
ciation has sent the Journal staff a 
letter. In it ALSA denounced" ..... . 
the continuation of tokenistic pro-
grams formulated and administered 
in paternalistic manners, which on-
ly allow Third World people to rub-
berstamp the plan." 
ALSA noted that "throughout 
the history of white domination in 
the U.S., those in power have been 
telling people of color what laws 
ALSA demanded that Third 
World students be an integral part 
in developing "criteria of qualifica-
tion for the' Journal overall", and 
requested a meeting with Journal 
staff to draw up a new proposal. 
The La Raza Law Students' 
Association expressed its support 
for the "basic concept" of affirma-
tive action on the Journal, but re-
jected the present proposal as 
"completely unacceptable." Like 
ALSA, the La Raza Association 
blasted the Journal for failing to 
include any Third V\orld students 
- Dean Anderson and Riegger conduct Faculty Meeting 
FACULTY MEETING 
action on affirmative action 
by Elliot Evers 
The Law Journal's affirmative 
action plan had some rough going 
at the Mareh 5 faculty meeting. 
Each side made a separate presen-
tation, and the question was then 
tossed around for about an hour. 
The faculty doesn't seem to like the 
idea, but instead of voting it out of -
existence, the professors sent it to 
the Academic Standards Commit-
tee for further review. 
Journal staffers' who support 
the affirmative action plan resent 
the faculty interference in Journal 
affairs. Bob Freitas says "It's real-
ly none of their business. The Jour-
nal is totallly autonomous in its 
day-to-day operations, and there's 
no faculty interference regarding 
the regular selection procedures. 
There's no reason why the faculty 
should interfere now." 
Managing Editor Nell Newton 
feels the vote to send the program 
out for Committee review is a de-
laying tactic-" they're trying to 
kill us slowly". Newton thinks the -
faculty is clearly opposed to the 
Idea ｾ＠ "They don't seem to be com-
mitted to the notion of equal 
rights." 
Opponents of the program say 
the faculty provides an ongoing 
sense of perspective on the Jour-
nal's goals and objectives . . They 
also say the lack of clear consensus 
on the Journal staff is a good rea-
son to have an outside body like the 
faculty decide the question. 
The Academic Standards Com-
mittee is composed of professors 
Sherry, Schleisinger, Henson, Cun-
ningham and Eldredge, as well as 
student Polly Tyson. Their report 
will probably be back by the April 2 
faculty meeting. 
Save with the oldest 
and be safe 
Your savings are_secure 
at Franklin Savings, where 
they also earn the highest 
interest the law allows. In all 
our 100 years, Franklin Savings 
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in the planning of the program, and 
for ignoring the fact that minority 
students are "best qualified to 
speak for the needs of minority 
students." 
The Black Students' Associa-
tion is publishing its response to 
the program in this issue of the 
LAW NEWS. 
ALSA, BLSA, and La Raza 
are opposed to the present affirma-
tive action plan, and the Journal 
staff is divided. The Academic 
Standards Committee is not known 
to strongly favor it. With that com-
bination, proponents are not happy 
about their chances for success this 
year. 
P.A.D. 
BY Greg Beck 
Phi Alpha Delta is an interna-
tional professional association of 
law students, legal educators, and 
members of the Bench and Bar or-
ganized together to promote profes-
sional competency and achieve-
·ment. P.A.D. is an effective medi-
um through which students and 
professionals with common inter-
ests can develop lasting relation-
ships. Phi Alpha Delta aims to 
bridge the gaps between law stu-
dents and faculty, practicing law-
yers, judges and the profession. 
Temple Chapter at Hastings 
supplements the regular scholastic 
program with a professional calen-
dar of Lawyer's Nights, Jail and 
Court Tours, Police Ride-alongs, 
and various speakers. 
Due to the limited time spent 
in law school and the amount of 
academia necessary to properly pre-
pare the law student for the legal 
profession, the law school curricu-
lum has little time to devote to 
comprehensive career guidance. A 
major benefit of membership is 
PAD is the opportunity for associa-
tion with practicing professionals in 
the law. First hand information and 
contemporary experience aids the 
law student in defining academic, 
personal and career objectives. 
[First in a series] 
American Indian edvocate 
Jerry Muskrat spoke as part of the 
Constitutional Law Quarterly Bi-
centennial speakers series. Other 
speakers have included former Su-
preme Court Justice and disting-
uished Hastings p'rofessor Arthur 
Goldberg and Associate Supreme 
Court Jusitce William Rehnquist. 
